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Determination of Parameters of Selected Mathematical
Models of Arc in Circuits with Actual Energy Sources

Abstract: The article provides general justification concerned with the performance of simulation tests of processes in circuits. The simulation tests aimed to
identify the effectiveness related to the use of modified integral methods used
in the experimental determination of parameters of arc mathematical models.
In addition, the article specifies conditions for the performance of experiments,
i.e. involving the numerical or physical elimination of near-electrode arc voltage drops. The research described in the article also involved the modification of
integral dependences into HL-type (hyperbolic-linear) parameters of the Mayr
and Pentegov models by providing the above-named dependences with corrective functions. The performance of simulations of processes in circuits with
arcs and with actual energy sources (with a variable parameter, i.e. internal inductance) generating sinusoidal current or voltage waves, resulted in the obtainment of diagrams of the family of correction factor function. Those of the
above-named functions which significantly differed from unity were subjected
to approximation.
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Introduction
Since the beginning of the 20th century, the development of the practical use of electric arc
has been accompanied by the development of
theoretical and experimental tests of plasma in
numerous areas of physics, electrical engineering, mechanics, chemistry, materials engineering etc. The adoption of appropriate simplifying
assumptions enabled the creation of various
mathematical models of electric arc. The abovenamed assumptions entail various ranges of the
use of arc models when modelling electric processes in various operating states of a vast range

of electric equipment and appliances. The scientific and engineering value of these models
depends not only on the precise description of
primary energy transformations in the plasma
column, but also on the ease and availability of
methods enabling the experimental determination of parameters and functions of mathematical models. In turn, the quality of the
above-named parameters and functions affects
the quality (e.g. stability) of the functioning of
macromodels in simulation programmes capable of describing processes occurring in circuits
with arcs. The development of measurement
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and computational techniques was accompanied by advances in the development of new
methods enabling the determination of traditional parameters and new mathematical models. Previously known graphic methods [1] have
been replaced with numerical methods, yet
without abandoning the highly subjective selection of fragments of waveforms in time and
characteristic points on such waveforms [2, 3].
Newly developed measurement methods described in publications [4-6] are used for the
experimental determination of parameters of
selected mathematical models of arc with sinusoidal or rectangular current excitation (internal admittance of such a source Yw = 0 S)
and with relatively low levels of disturbance
both in the supply source and in the arc column. The use of values of spectral or integral
(mean and root-mean-square) waveforms of
current, power and voltage in the column enables the automatic determination of parameters
of mathematical models, which, to a significant extent, eliminates the subjective selection
of data necessary in analysis.
In industrial practice and in power engineering, the burning of electric arc occurs under
conditions of supply by sources of electric energy having various, usually non-linear characteristics. Because of economic and technological
reasons, sources of current having characteristics in some fragments close to ideal are used
to power arcs of relatively low power (e.g. in
welding engineering). High-power arcs, used
in electrometallurgy, chemistry and ecology
as well as arcs accompanying joining processes and failures in power engineering are usually
powered by actual linear (current or equivalent
voltage) energy sources [7].
The selection of types of supply sources depends on the shape of static and dynamic characteristics of given arcs. Because of the fact that
in most cases the above-named characteristics
are more or less steeply declined, to ensure discharging stability it is usually sufficient to apply an actual source close to the ideal current
50

source [8]. In some cases, voltage-current characteristics within the high-current range may
be rising (depending on the size and shape of
electrodes as well as on the type and pressure
of gas etc.) In such situations, the stable burning of arc requires the use of an actual source
close to the ideal voltage source.
The article describes an attempted extension of usability ranges of known analytical dependences [5] enabling the determination of
arc mathematical models to include cases of
the use of actual voltage (Zw = XL = ωL > 0 Ω)
and current (Yw = 1/Zw < ∞ S) sources generating sinusoidal waveforms only in conditions
without loading by arc (voltage source – noload state, current source – short circuit state).
To this end, it was necessary to apply appropriate correction functions depending on parameters of source internal impedance (admittance).

Determination of Parameters of
Selected Mathematical Models of
the Column of Arc Powered by the
Ideal Current Source of Sinusoidal
Waveform
The initial stage of experimental tests and the
modelling of electric arc involved the determination of values of near-electrode voltage drops,
usually using various direct or indirect methods
[9]. Once the values of the above-named voltage
drops are known, it is possible to eliminate their
effect on plasma column characteristics. For this
purpose, an appropriate electronic compensator
can be used [5]. In cases of measurement systems including a computer, it is comfortable to
use the computational method of the compensation of near-electrode voltage drops and obtain
a momentary voltage drop only on the column
of arc. In cases of symmetric arcs, near-electrode
voltage drops do not depend on the direction of
current flow (UK1 = UK2, UA1 = UA2) and UAK1 =
=UK1 +UA1 = UK2 + UA2. The drop of voltage on
the column of such arc amounts to

ucol = u − U AK sgn i
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If arc is asymmetric, (UK1 ≠ UK2, UA1 ≠ UA2)
and UAK1 = UK1 +UA1 ≠ UAK2 = UK2 +UA2. As
a result, the drop of voltage on the column of
such arc amounts to

Pentegov-HL has a voltage-current static hyperbolic-linear characteristic [6, 10, 11]. As a result,
the Pentegov-HL model is capable of approximating characteristics of selected arcs in their entire ranges and can be particularly useful when
(2), modelling arcs in gases under high pressure and
burning between pointed electrodes [12].

u − U AK 1 , if i ≥ 0
ucol = 
u + U AK 2 , if i < 0

Table 1. Mathematical models of the electric arc column and the formulas
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–– mean value of the column resistance Rcol
T 2

Rcol

1
ucol
=
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∫
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(6),

Table 1 contains formulas enabling the determination of parameters of selected mathematical
models of the column of electric arc powered
by a source having sinusoidal current waveform
i = I rms 2 cos(ωt + ϕ 2 ). All the integral equations
of the models satisfy energy balance. The Mayr
model of a voltage-current static hyperbolic
characteristic best approximates arc characteristics within the range of low current values. The
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PMR =

RP =

MR



(U rms I rms )2 − Pcol2
2
Rcol I rms
− Pcol

2
Rcol Pcol − U rms
2
Rcol I rms − Pcol

In the Mayr model the following designations
were used: Ucol – static voltage on the column
of arc; I – DC; g – electric conductance; PM –
constant value of the Mayr model power; θM
– time constant of the Mayr model, Urms – root-
‑mean-square voltage on the column of arc;
Irms – root-mean-square current; Pcol – mean
value of the column temporary power (active
power). The determination of the Mayr model parameters involves the use of root-mean-
‑square current Irms, root-mean-square voltage
Urms and the mean value of momentary electric power Рcol.
In the Pentegov-HL, the parameters of power PMR and resistance RP are determined using
the integral method, root-mean-square voltage
and current as well as the mean values of power and resistance (Table 1).
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Determination of Parameters of
Mathematical Models of the Column
of Arc Powered by Actual Energy
Sources
In simulated electrical processes in a circuit
with actual supply sources, the value of current flowing through the macromodel of arc
depends, among other things, on voltage UAK.
In cases of short arc (having a low value of voltage drop on the column) the use of an electronic compensator [5] significantly changes
the conditions of arc burning. For this reason,
the programme-based compensation of voltage UAK should be preferred. In turn, long arc
corresponds to high values of voltage drop on
the column. As a result, UAK is usually ignored.
However, even in the above-presented case the
use of programme-based compensation may
improve the accuracy of the determination of
arc model parameters.
In spite of the use of an energy source, the
current of which in the short circuit state is sinusoidal, after being loaded with electric arc
having a non-linear conductance and connected in parallel to the linear admittance of the
source, both the voltage and current of arc become distorted. Likewise, in spite of the use of
an energy source, the voltage of which in the
short circuit state is sinusoidal, after being loaded with a serial branch containing electric arc
having non-linear resistance and linear source
impedance, both the voltage and current of
arc become distorted, which, in turn, infringes on the assumptions of the analytical methods, the use of which enabled the obtainment
of dependences (7) and (8).
To protect the stability of arc burning as well
as to limit energy losses, the internal impedance of the source is usually constituted by an
impedance coil of relatively high inductance
and very low resistance. In such a case, current
waveform distortions are much smaller than arc
voltage distortions. Distortions of current waveforms THDI and voltage waveforms THDU are
expressed by the following formulas:
52

∞

THDI =
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k =2

(9),

I1
∞

THDU =

2
k

∑U
k =2

2
k

(10),

U1

where Ik – numbers of current harmonics; Uk –
numbers of voltage harmonics. Particularly important is the low value of THDI as it enables
the satisfaction of the assumption of analytical
methods used to obtain the primary dependences (7) and (8).
The first stage of simulation tests involved
the use of an actual current source generating a sinusoidal waveform having frequency f = 50 Hz, root-mean-square short circuit
current Izr and parallel inductive susceptance
BL = (ωL)-1 formed by ideal inductance L. This
is equivalent to the actual voltage source having the difference of potentials on terminals in
the no-load state E zr = jX L I zr = jωL I zr and serial
reactance XL = ωL. The tests involved the gradual decrease in the value of parallel inductance
until the loss of the stability of processes in the
parallel (arc termination) circuit.
The second stage of the simulation tests
involved the use of an actual voltage source
generating a sinusoidal waveform having frequency f = 50 Hz, root-mean-square no-load
voltage Ezr and serial inductive reactance XL =
=ωL formed by ideal inductance L. Such a serial branch is equivalent to the actual current
source having short circuit current efficiency
−1
I zr = − jBL E zr = − j (ωL ) E zr connected with parallel susceptance BL = (ωL)-1. The tests involved
the gradual decrease in the value of serial inductance until the obtainment of zero or until
the loss of the stability of processes in the serial (arc termination) circuit.
Table 2 contains formulas used to determine
correction functions and parameters of selected
mathematical models of arc. Their values were
identified in a simulation manner as this method enables the precise setting of arc and supply
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Table 2. Mathematical models of the electric arc column and formulas enabling the

Pentegov-HL (12)

Mayr (11)

source characteristics measurement-based identification of their parameters [6] (θ , θ – preset values of
MZ
RZ
without the influence
time constants; PMZ, PRZ – preset power value; RPZ – preset resistance value)
of external disturbance
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factors.
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fied using the integral method
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P
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can be seen, the power
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correction functions loFθR (Z )
2
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2
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2
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 −1
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2
2
FMR (Z ) = PRZ
ly and in the range un(U rms I rms ) − Pcol
PRZ = FMR (Z )
(U rms I rms )2 − Pcol2
2
Rcol I rms
− Pcol
der consideration their
values can be adopted as
R I 2 − Pcol
2
Rcol Pcol − U rms
FRP (Z ) = RPZ col rms
2
RPZ = FRP (Z )
amounting to 1. The famRcol Pcol − U rms
2
Rcol I rms
− Pcol
ily of function FθM can be
approximated using the
following power dependence
It is possible to observe a certain correlaFθM(L,θMZ, PMZ)≈ FθM(L)=0,806L⁰,⁰⁴⁰⁶ (13), tion between the ranges of changes in L of the
usability of the approximation of correction
where L – inductance in mH. In cases of in- functions using a value of 1 and the ranges of
ductance L > 100 mH, the above-named func- quasi-horizontal diagrams of total harmonic
tion is close to the horizontal line and its value distortion, where THDIM values are below 10%,
can be adopted as amounting to 1.
whereas THDUM values are above 75%.
Figure 3 presents the diagrams of the correction functions corresponding to the
Pentegov-HL model of arc
powered by the actual current
source. Also in this case, in
spite of significant changes in
the preset power of the macromodel PRZ, the diagrams of the
function of damping constant
FθR, power FPR and resistance FRP
a)
b)
are characterised by a relatively
Fig. 1. Diagrams of the correction functions for the determination of the palow scatter. Frim high inductrameters of the Mayr model of arc powered by the actual current source
ance value L = 250 mH to al(Izr = 5 A) of variable susceptance (BL =(ωL)-1): a) correction functions of the
Mayr time constant FθM(L); b) correction functions of the Mayr power FPM(L); most approximately 50 mH, the
(1: preset power of the column PMZ = 50 W; 2: PMZ = 100 W; θMZ =1∙10-3 s)
values of correction functions
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THDIP (Fig. 4a, b) reveal that
an increase in source inductance is accompanied by a decrease in the above-named
functions, which corresponds
to the system being powered
by sinusoidal current. The diagrams of the total harmonic
distortion in voltage wavea)
b)
forms THDUP (Fig. 4c) reveal
Fig. 2. Diagrams of the functions of the total harmonic distortion in current
that the value of the THD dewaveforms THDIM (a) and voltage waveforms THDUM (b) of arc described by
pends on the power of arc.
the Mayr model in the circuit powered by the actual voltage source (1: preset
Within the range of low inpower of the column PMZ = 50 W; 2: PMZ = 100 W; θMZ =1∙10-3 s)
ductance (L < 100 mH) the
are close to unity. The change in the arc damping above-named values are the highest if powvalue affects the variability of correction func- er is low, whereas within the range of high intions FθR. Figure 3b corresponds to the approxi- ductance, the values are the highest if power is
mation of the family of functions
high. A similar dependence can be observed
FθR (L, θ RZ , PRZ , RPZ ) ≈ FθR (L ) = 1,017 L−0, 00363 (14), in relation to higher values of time constant
(Fig. 4d). Unfortunately, the shapes of the
where L – inductance in mH.
THDIP and THDUP diagrams cannot be used as
The diagrams of the functions of the to- indications identifying the ranges of the usabiltal harmonic distortion in current waveforms ity of previously adopted approximations, yet

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 3. Diagrams of the correction functions for the determination of the parameters of the Pentegov-HL model of arc
powered by the actual voltage source (Izr = 7.5 A) of variable susceptance (BL =(ωL)-1): a), b) correction functions of
time constant FθR(L); c), d) correction functions of power FMR(L); e), f) correction functions of resistance FRP(L)
(1 – preset power of the column PRZ = 60 W; 2 – PRZ = 80 W; 3 – PRZ = 100 W; RPZ = 3 Ω)
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the previous analysis of the diagrams presented in Figure 3
reveals that the above-named
need of identification does not
exist in relation to L > 50 mH.
Figure 5 presents the diagrams of the correction functions used to determine the
parameters of the Mayr model of arc powered by the actual voltage source. In spite of
significant changes in power,
the above-named functions
are located close to one another. Functions FθM change significantly, particularly within
the range of low inductance
values (below 20 mH). The
family of the functions can be
approximated using the following dependence

FθM(L, θRZ, PRZ) ≈
≈ FθM(L)=1,23L⁰,⁰⁶1

(15),

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4. Diagrams of the functions of the total harmonic distortion in current waveforms THDIP (a, b) and voltage waveforms THDUM (c, d) of arc described by the
Pentegov-HL model in the circuit powered by the actual voltage source (1 – preset
power of the column PRZ = 60 W; 2 – PRZ = 80 W; 3 – PRZ = 100 W; RPZ = 3 Ω)

where L – inductance in mH.
In turn, the variability of functions FPM is not significant and
for that reason their values
can be adopted as amounting to 1.
The diagrams of the functions of the total harmonic
distortion in current waveforms THDIP and voltage
waveforms THDUP (Fig. 6a, a)
b)
b) reveal that their low values are present only within Fig. 5. Diagrams of the correction functions for the determination of the parameters of the Pentegov-HL model of arc powered by the actual voltage source (E =
the limited range of chang- 100 V) of variable impedance (inductance X = ωL): a) correction functions ofzrthe
L
es in the source inductance
Mayr time constant FθM(L); b) correction functions of the Mayr power FPM(L)
(1 – preset power of the column PMZ = 50 W; 2 – PMZ = 100 W; θMZ =1∙10-3 s)
(40-90) mH, where the values of THDIP are below 10%,
and those of THDUP are below 80%. ParticuFigure 7 presents the diagrams of the corlarly important is the lower inductance limit rection functions corresponding to the Penas this value corresponds to the lowest value tegov-HL model of arc powered by the actual
of FθM obtained in the simulations.
voltage source. Also in this case, in spite of
No. 4/2017
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significant changes in the preset power of the macromodel
PRZ, the diagrams of the correction functions of damping
constant FθR, power FMR and
resistance FRP are characterised by a relatively low scatter and form narrow bands.
Functions FθR are characterised by significant changes,
particularly in cases of high
time constants. Based on Figure 7b it is possible to approximate the above-named
family using the following
dependence

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Diagrams of the functions of the total harmonic distortion in current
waveforms THDIM (a) and voltage waveforms THDUM (b) of arc described by the
Pentegov-HL model in the circuit powered by the actual voltage source
(1 – preset power of the column PMZ = 50 W; 2 – PMZ = 100 W; θMZ =1∙10-3 s)

In turn, the values of correction functions FMR
FθR(L, θRZ, PRZ, RPZ) ≈ FθR(L) = 1-2,22 ∙10-⁴L and FRP are close to unity and, for this reason,
in interference conditions the use of approxi(16), mation may not be justified.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 7. Diagrams of the correction functions for the determination of the parameters of the Pentegov-HL model of arc
powered by the actual voltage source (Ezr = 200 V) of variable impedance (inductance XL = ωL): a), b) correction functions
of time constant FθR(L); c), d) correction functions of power FMR(L); e), f) resistance FRP(L) (1 – preset power of the column
PRZ = 60 W; 2 – PRZ = 80 W; 3 – PRZ = 100 W; RPZ = 3 Ω)
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The diagrams of the functions of the total harmonic
distortion in current waveforms THDIP and voltage
waveforms THDUP (Fig. 8)
reveal that their low values
are present only within the
limited range of changes in
the source inductance (150250) mH, where the values a)
b)
of THDIP are below 20%, and
those of THDUP below 150%.
However, the diagrams are
not correlated with the perunit values of the correction
functions, hence their usability is very low.
In the physical test conditions, electric arc is accompanied by interference, the level
d)
of which depends on numer- c)
ous factors. The above-named Fig. 8. Diagrams of the functions of the total harmonic distortion in current wavefactors are external in nature, forms THDIP (a, b) and voltage waveforms THDUP (c, d) of arc described by the
affect the column or electrode Pentegov-HL model in the circuit powered by the actual voltage source (1 – preset
power of the column PRZ = 60 W; 2 – PRZ = 80 W; 3 – PRZ = 100 W; RPZ = 3 Ω)
and have the form of mechanical (gasodynamic) or electromagnetic disturbance, leading to changes in the Conclusions
column length and in the heat dissipation con1. The integral method used when determinditions. The sources of supply may also pro- ing the electric arc Mayr model parameters, devide current or voltage waveforms deformed veloped in relation to arc powered by the ideal
in relation to sinusoidal waveforms. When un- current source, can also be directly used in casdertaking various stabilising actions, it is possi- es of arc powered by actual energy (current and
ble, to some extent, to reduce effects disturbing voltage) sources characterised by high values of
measurements of arc characteristics. For this internal impedance (inductance L > 50 mH). If
reason, the use of correction functions, the val- inductance is lower, it is justified to use the corues of which only slightly differ from unity, is rective function of time constant FθM.
not always justified, particularly when testing
2. The integral method used when determinfree arcs or in industrial disturbance conditions. ing the electric arc Pentegov model HL parameBased on the shapes of the correction functions, ters, developed in relation to arc powered by the
it is possible to state that only in terms of the ideal current source, can also be used in cases
Mayr model (Fig. 1a and Fig. 5a) the correction of arc powered by actual energy (current and
functions of the time constant are characterised voltage) sources. Only in cases of high dampby significant variability.
ing function values it is justified to use the corrective function of time constant FθR.
No. 4/2017
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3. The power of arc (depending primarily
Electrical Engineering 2016, vol. 65, no. 1,
on the arc column length) and the damping
pp. 87-103.
function (depending on the type of gas) do not
http://dx.doi.org/10.1515/aee-2016-0007
significantly affect the position of corrective [7] Marciniak L.: Modele dynamiczne łuku
functions.
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